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press
releases

YCH supports ZALORA to launch
the biggest fashion warehouse in
Indonesia

DHL
Supply
Chain’s
global
Chief Operating Officer receives
Singapore’s Public Service Medal

YCH Group has implemented its proprietary
The Last Mile™ (TLM™) solution for
ZALORA as the online powerhouse
launches its fashion warehouse in YCH
DistriPark located at Cibitung, West Java.

At Singapore‘s prestigious National
Day Awards, Paul Graham, global Chief
Operating Officer (COO) of DHL Supply
Chain and Chief Executive Officer of the
European, Middle East and Africa region,
was recognised with the Public Service
Medal by the President for his exceptional
support for the country.

The latest warehouse from ZALORA,
covering an area close to 15,000 square
metres, is the largest of its kind in
Indonesia for a fashion retailer. Leveraging
on YCH’s TLM™ solution to optimise route
management and last mile distribution
from its flagship warehouse, ZALORA will
not only gain an overall increase in logistics
efficiency for e-commerce fulfilment
across the entire country, but also benefit
from a host of other complementary
solutions including business intelligence
and analysis to help with order fulfilment
and return management.
Apart from gaining visibility to ‘on-the-road’
data, ensuring predictability, reliability and
the safe delivery of ZALORA’s goods to
customers, an electronic proof of delivery
(e-POD) system will be implemented in the
next phase to further enhance ZALORA’s
capabilities in e-commerce fulfilment,
where delivery personnel are able to
capture receipts and send status reports
instantly through their mobile devices,
thereby effectively shortening process
lead times and improving information flow.
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Paul was appointed CEO for DHL’s
contract logistics arm covering the Asia
Pacific region in 2008, a position he held
until last year when he relocated to Europe
to take up his current role. During his
time in Singapore, he fostered a strong
collaborative relationship between DHL
and the Economic Development Board,
and together the two organisations
successfully delivered a number of
sustainability and educational projects to
further enhance the country’s reputation
as a leading logistics hub.
Projects
delivered
included
the
establishment of DHL’s Global Centre of
Excellence for Service Logistics, creation
of the Green Transformation Lab (aa joint
initiative with the Singapore Management
University to develop monitor carbon
emissions logistics) and the foundation
of the Asia Pacific Solutions Graduate
Programme.

Hermes Transport Logistics debuts
in Shanghai
Hermes has announced that it has
strengthened its Asia operations by
opening a branch office in Shanghai.
Hermes Transport
Logistics
(HTL)
Greater China now offers turnkey supply
chain solutions and sea and airfreight
transportation.
Hermes holds a 70 per cent stake in the
operation, with the remaining shares
held by its long-standing partner Jet
Speed. Hermes has long understood the
importance of the Asian market, opening
HTL Asia in Hong Kong in 2014. The
opening of HTL Greater China recognises
China’s positioning as a manufacturing
powerhouse and a key player in Asian
commerce, driving global trade.
HTL Greater China, which will provide
value-added services in expanding
e-commerce, will market to Chinese
retailing
clients
requiring
logistics
solutions for their distance selling or
looking to procure goods. HTL will draw
on both its own portfolio of products and
services and the retail-related offerings of
other Hermes companies.

Panasonic strengthens its B2B
focus with launch of new business
technology solutions in Asia Pacific
Panasonic has announced seven new
products and solutions for Asia Pacific
markets as part of its commitment to
strengthen its B2B business in the region.
Targeting government and commercial
enterprises of all sizes, the new solutions
range from data storage, ruggedised
mobile devices and mobile surveillance
solutions to professional broadcast video
equipment and 4K+ projectors.
With the establishment of Panasonic
System Solutions Asia Pacific on 1st
April 2015, the company is set to
tap on the increasing infrastructure
investments across the region and the
rapid demand growth across different
industries including mobility, business
communication, entertainment, and public
safety. Panasonic System Solutions Asia
Pacific is expected to increase its sales by
20 per cent every year until financial year
2018.

GEFCO adopts new loading
method optimising Euro-China
rail transport for finished vehicle
imports
A block train loaded with 35 Volkswagens
pulled into Chongqing on May 30th,
marking the second delivery of finished
vehicles from Europe to China along the
Chongqing-Xinjiang-Europe International
Railway.
This
door-to-door,
multimodal
transportation feat was carried out on
behalf of Volkswagen China by GEFCO,
one of the leading European automotive
and industrial logistics operators.
Two models, Golf and Touareg, were
transported in this project. GEFCO
picked up these cars from Bermerhaven,
Germany, and the Bratislava factory in
Slovakia respectively, and then transported
them by road to Duisburg port before
loading these cars onto the block train.
With daily track & trace, the train arrived 17
days later in Chongqing, where GEFCO’s
team in China managed the un-stuffing,
custom clearance and CIQ, and will further
manage distribution to dealers throughout
Southwest China. The lead-time from precarriage to final delivery at dealer shops
is expected to range from 28 to 30 days,
varying slightly according to the final
destination in China.

DHL adds third rail service to
China-Europe multimodal network
DHL Global Forwarding is further
expanding its pioneering multimodal
services in China with a new twice-weekly
service between Zhengzhou and Hamburg
via Poland.
The new 17-day service will offer customers
the flexibility of DHL Railconnect, the lessthan-container load (LCL) service, as well
as a full-container option, DHL Railline.
DHL now offers three regular multimodal
rail services between China and Europe
from Zhengzhou, Suzhou and Chengdu,
which span across central, eastern
and western China. The three strategic
Chinese cities rank within China’s top 10
provinces in GDP last year, amounting to
CNY12.9m.
DHL’s multimodal rail solution offers
customers delivery time reductions of
between 10 and 21 days compared to
sea freight, depending on origin and
destination pairs. In addition, customers
seeking environmentally friendly solutions
can also expect a fall of CO2 emissions of
up to 90 per cent compared to air freight.
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Bosch invests in the workplace of
the future
Bosch’s “Next-Generation Workplace”
project marks the next milestone on the
road to becoming a globally connected,
agile company.
This project will equip the technology
and service provider’s 240,000 office
workplaces worldwide with the latest
office applications. The aim is to bolster
the agility of how associates work by
introducing a standard suite of user-friendly
office and communications software.
Incorporating the way associates use
social media in their personal lives, the
project introduces new communications
tools such as video telephony and online
chat. In the future, associates will be able
to access these tools using various devices
such as notebooks or smartphones,
whether they are in the office, traveling, or
working from home. By the end of 2015,
the new office software will have been
rolled out at 100,000 workplaces.
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Y3 Technologies appoints Robert
Yap Min Choy as Deputy Chairman
& Executive Director
Y3 Technologies has announced the
appointment of Mr. Robert Yap Min Choy
as its new Deputy Chairman & Executive
Director, effective June 1, 2015.
He will drive the expansion of Y3
Technologies through developing strategic
partnerships and business opportunities
both in the region and globally. Mr Yap will
provide business advisory to the company,
focusing on building the brand value and
brand equity of Y3 Technologies in the
industry.
As an alumnus of University of New
South Wales with a Degree in Mechanical
Engineering (Hons) and Masters in
Engineering Science, Mr Robert MC Yap
had previously held senior management
roles in the luxury retail, logistics and
technology industries. Prior to his move to
Y3 Technologies, Mr Yap was part of DFS
Group’s global leadership team from 2004
to 2014. He was a board member of DFS
Venture, while serving as the President
of DFS Venture (DFSV) Singapore and
the Executive Vice President for Global
Business Services of DFS Group.
Between 2000 and 2004, Mr Yap was
Chief Executive Officer for East Asia, Asia
Middle East and Strategic Services at PSA
International, based in Singapore.

Dimerco ranked on 2014’s largest
forwarders by air freight metric
tonnes
Dimerco Express Group was ranked 21 out
of the Top 25 (Power 25 in 2014’s. Largest
Forwarders by Air Freight Metric Tonnes
after rigorous competition among top
competitors worldwide, as the company
managed a total of 204,332 metric tons in
airfreight tonnage last year.
Dimerco entered the China logistics
market 24 years ago, enjoying a stable
and successful business operation around
the world. The 2014 revenue results
represented a remarkable 19.8 per cent
increase from last year, and air tonnage
had a growth of almost 30,000 metric
tonnes.
The ranking has demonstrated the
company’s outstanding and consistent
progress in freight volume as well as
positive recognition by reliable sources like
Armstrong & Associates, Inc. and ACW for
its management skills as well as financial
performances. positively recognized by
reliable sources like A&A (Armstrong &
Associates, Inc.) and ACW.
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What’s Next
for Supply
Chains in Asia?
By Kevin Harris, Managing Director – Global Supply Chain Practice &
Marieke van der Drift, Knowledge Manager – Global Supply Chain Practice,
Russell Reynolds Associates

T

o give companies a better understanding of what is happening in the market, Russell
Reynolds Associates (RRA) regularly researches into evolving trends and their
implications on supply chains across the globe.

This year, RRA conducted a “pulse survey” among senior leaders in both supply chain and
operations roles in Asia Pacific. The survey specifically addressed the question of what
the major supply chain organisations are seeing across their respective industries and
sectors. The findings were released on the annual RRA What’s Next? Summit in Shanghai,
an event that drew leaders from organisations representing all major industry sectors.
During the event, summit participants discussed their vision and approach to high-priority
issues with a specific focus on the impact of these trends in Asia.

Kevin Harris

Five Discussed Trends That Impact Business Leaders With Asia Presence
• Risk and volatility are high in Asia and must be regularly assessed by business leaders
• Emerging markets revenue is growing, and consumers are getting more demanding
• Digitisation is transforming global supply chains
• Machines are getting smarter, but labour will continue to have a critical role
• The Chief Supply Chain Officer (CSCO) role is changing significantly
The content of this report provides an overview of the findings and the views developed.

Marieke van der Drift

About the Authors
Kevin Harris
Industrial Consultant – Global Supply Chain Practice, Russell Reynolds Associates
Kevin Harris works with leading organisations across the Industrial/Natural Resources sector with a focus on operations, supply chain and
general management. He is based in Shanghai.
Kevin received his B.S., honors, in engineering from the University of Tennessee, Knoxville and his M.B.A. in business administration from
Middle Tennessee State University, Murfreesboro.
Marieke van der Drift
Knowledge Manager – Global Supply Chain Practice, Russell Reynolds Associates
Marieke, based in Singapore, is knowledge manager of Russell Reynolds Associates’ Global Supply Chain Sector.
Marieke received her B.S., honors, in Business Administration from the VU University in Amsterdam and her Master of Sciences in
International Management from Erasmus University in Rotterdam.
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every second counts

Voice-driven workers aren’t just faster. They give you the perspective
you need to make every second count for more.
Building voice into your distribution centre is one of the most effective ways to
speed up operations. But your workers aren’t just faster – voice also enables you
to rapidly scale your operations and redistribute labour where you need it most,
giving you critical workflow agility. Find out what workflows look like when every
second counts for more: Honeywell.

CHANGE YOUR PERSPECTIVE
Look closer at www.vocollect.com/ Every-Second-Counts

To learn more about Honeywell's solutions.
Please call (65) 6714-6800 or visit www.honeywellaidc.com
© 2015 Honeywell International Inc.
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Thriving In Post-AEC
ASEAN Markets
By Tim Foster, Managing Director of Asia Pacific, Chainalytics

T

rade blocs and intergovernmental alliances like NAFTA and the Eurozone have the
power to alter the landscape of regional, interregional and global trade dramatically.
The impacts of these agreements can be swift and powerful, ushering in change
that runs the gamut from political and economic to cultural. Unprepared multinationals
operating supply chains inside these trade blocs typically feel the effects of these changes
quickly; but there are big rewards for manufacturers, distributors, and retailers that make
smart decisions and plan early in the process for supply chain changes before the effects
of trade impacts are felt.

About the Author
Tim Foster has more than 20 years of supply
chain experience across the APAC region
both as a consultant and as an executive
with leading multinational manufacturers.
Serving as Chainalytics’ managing director
of the APAC region, Foster understands
the entire local, regional and by-country
pan-Asian picture — from the macroeconomic factors impacting the region to
each market’s unique logistics demands
and business complexities.
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The ASEAN Economic Community (AEC), consists of ten countries in Southeast Asia:
Brunei, Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia, Myanmar, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand,
and Vietnam. The AEC now is now fast tracking its plans to implement economic integration
initiatives to merge member countries into a single trade market before the end of 2015.
When this effort ultimately takes off, the AEC will instantly become the eighth largest
economy in the world.
Though most US companies do not anticipate AEC’s goals will be met until 2020 or later,
the supply chain implications of the AEC’s ambitious goals are massive enough to warrant
taking a second look at refreshing supply chain networks in the region and start planning
for optimised distribution and service sooner rather than later. As the region continues
its acceleration away from low cost production centres toward developing consumer
markets, supply chains can expect to be faced with additional complexity meeting these
new demands.
Strategies most likely to yield positive net results for companies operating within the AEC
region are those structured around the most likely scenarios, but containing enough agility
and responsiveness built in to account for factors that can not be predicted with great
accuracy.
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Understanding demand and buying
behaviours
When analysing demand in the ASEAN
market, it is important to understand that
this region can never be looked at as a
single market, no matter how economically
or logistically integrated it becomes. In
fact, each country in ASEAN is a collection
of several distinct markets. Consider that
over 100 languages are spoken in the
Philippines, and the Burmese government
recognises 135 different ethnic groups
living within Myanmar’s borders. These
vast differences in culture, lifestyle, and
language translate directly into unique
consumer markets that are often quite
disparate.
Each ASEAN nation represents a diversity
of cultures, religions, languages, art,
geography, and correspondingly -- demand
signals. Individual demand segments have
their own growth and profit potential,
and recognising these nuances is key to
designing an optimised value chain with
the distribution networks to serve them. In
some instances, historic data is available
to guide the way; in others, demand
forecasting that has no real foundation to
build off of. Availability of useful demand
data also varies between products and
depends on a data collecting organisation’s
technical diligence and expertise.
The explosion in mobile communication
and digitisation is accelerating in
ASEAN nations. This new flow of data is
generating demographic, psychographic
and behavioral information that can be
interpreted and analysed to paint a more
granular picture than ever before on
emerging and expanding portfolio trends.
In many cases, market intelligence is
going from zero to 60 in record time.
A key step to prioritising unique demand
segments lies in calculating the actual
cost to serve. An array of factors like urban
concentration, last mile transportation
options, and existing infrastructure
conditions dramatically affect tabulation
of this cost. A true cost to serve must
be accurately analysed with as much
transaction-level detail as is available to
provide a factual foundation for informed
decisions to be made regarding market
selection and optimal network design.
The most effective supply chain strategies
are derived from aggregate data that is
dissected to identify the cost of serving
each individual within each target market
with as much confidence as possible.
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Deconstructing the value chain

Navigating compliance bottlenecks

Multinational supply chain managers
in ASEAN nations are managing an
increasingly complex suite of supply
chains, each complicated by varying terrain,
infrastructures and consumer preferences.
Deconstructing each regional chain into its
component parts and determining where
value is added validates each link; those
whose value can not be explicitly justified
should be questioned and compared
against alternatives.

Despite plans to reduce barriers to free
trade in the region, various policies of
protectionism are likely to remain in
place in several nations. As governments
and private investors build infrastructure
to take advantage of new opportunities
in the region, expect to see individual
nations pass regulations designed to
protect those investments.

For example, a traditional manufacturerwholsaler-distributer-retailer value chain
can be examined at every stop. Can the
physical fulfillment role a wholesaler plays
be outsourced to a logistics provider?
How much would it cost to do so? If that
cost is less than the margins withheld
by wholesalers, savings can be achieved
by assigning the function to a third party
logistics provider (3PL). Any supply chain
component that does not add financial
or service value should be thoroughly
evaluated and justified or rationalised.
Rural areas typically rely on traditional
distribution center style supply chains,
but in some cases opportunities exist for
manufacturers to serve markets directly.
The combination of demand forecasting
and supply chain segmentation reveal
opportunities to cut waste and reduce
costs and/or increase service levels.
Emerging markets like those in much of
the ASEAN region must be evaluated
frequently to uncover inefficiencies that
can develop as the markets mature and
settle into their grooves. The right key
performance indicators (KPIs) will expose
disruptive grooves before they evolve into
ruts.
Optimising
value
chains
requires
challenging existing norms in a proactive
way -- there is no reward for Monday
morning quarterbacking.

A recent example of this is Indonesia’s
controversial draft law that would require
any smartphone or tablet sold in the
country to contain a minimum of 40 per
cent components produced within the
country. Though most experts agree this
will simply create a black market for mobile
devices, companies that want to capitalise
on this market would face significant
supply chain complexity. The growth and
allure of these markets demands a deep
inspection of their political climates and
flexibility in supply chains that can adapt to
measures like this when they occur.
Particularly challenging is the pace at
which non-tariff protection measures
are developing and the rapid evolution
of import/export processes. There is
momentum toward requiring companies
to regulate their own declarations in the
region, but some governmental audit
teams are diligent and penalties for
breaches can be severe. This puts the
onus of understanding and complying
with all active requirements directly on
theses companies and adapting with
regulations as they change over time.
Rigid supply chains will quickly buckle in
this fluid environment.
There are discrepancies between what
national leaders and company executives
think is possible in the AEC; but there
is no doubt that the faces of markets in
Southeast Asia are evolving rapidly and
efforts to integrate trade within the region
will impact supply chains there. Whether
looking to ASEAN nations for new markets
or considering a supply chain “refresh” to
ensure rapid adaptation, the changes on
the horizon will demand the flexibility to
deal smoothly with the ebb and flow of
trade developments as they unfold.

CLICK&PICK®
UNLOCK THE POTENTIAL OF YOUR
E-FULFILMENT

FAST, SCALABLE AND ACCURATE
In today’s competitive world, retailers must be able to deliver the right orders to the right customers at the right time. Errors and delays in
order fulfilment can have lasting negative impacts on your brand, whilst maintaining high stock levels can tie up capital and limit flexibility.
As a full service partner of automated e-fulfilment solutions, Swisslog enables you to achieve the highest throughput at the lowest cost,
efficiently handle large SKU ranges and accurately meet delivery demands and requirements.
Warehouse Automation – Design, Develop and Deliver.
Email: wds.sea@swisslog.com

www.swisslog.com

Big Data in the Supply Chain
– Hype or a Useful Tool for
Logistics?
By Frans Kok, General Manager Asia Pacific, AEB

About the Author
Frans Kok is the General Manager for
Asia Pacific at AEB. He is responsible for
leading AEB’s go-to-market strategies
for accelerated growth across the region
and directing an experienced and highly
knowledgeable team in the established
Singapore office. He brings over 15 years
of experience in the IT solutions and
manufacturing industry in Asia Pacific.
Kok holds a bachelor’s degree in
automotive business management from
IVA Driebergen in the Netherlands.
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I

s the currently popular term ‘big data’ all hype and no substance? After all, the definition
of the highly-evolving term is now so broad that it could be used to describe even the
simplest of data analytics. Today, the number of daily searches on Google for ‘big data’
has increased twelvefold in the span of just four years. Granted, the popularity of the
term ‘big data’, may run its course in time – like every other search term that’s currently
trending. But it does not necessarily mean that the technology behind the term will go out
together with it. On the contrary, big data technology will have the opportunity to become
more clearly defined than ever.

People:
The driving force
behind every
supply chain

Nothing beats a good idea and crystal clear vision,
but that is only half of the equation.
It takes the perfect union of technology and talent to
achieve breakthrough results. Come meet the leaders
who have transformed their supply chains and discover
how you can plan for profit.
Don’t miss the premier supply chain planning and
optimization conference in Singapore.
Register today at events.quintiq.com/Singapore2015 or
contact Marie Delphine at marie.delphine@3ds.com.

Quintiq World Tour:
Singapore

August 24, 2015 | Marina Bay Sands

Defining big data
Big data in its original sense, describes
any voluminous amount of structured,
semi-structured and unstructured data
that has the potential to be mined for
information. The benefit of big data lies
in crunching large sets of recent data to
draw conclusions that can be used to
make the best possible decisions for
the future, sometimes in real time. The
underlying theory is that wherever rules or
mathematical formulas alone fail to yield
useful forecasts, a combined analysis of all
possible marginal parameters will make it
possible to identify certain dependencies
and patterns that allow more precise
statements about the future.
A knowledge of engineering makes it
possible to determine the maximum
number of hours a jet engine can be in
service until maintenance is required, for
example. But it takes real-time analysis
of an array of sensors in the engines
measuring the tiniest irregularities (for
example, temperature distributions and
imbalances) during operation, to make an
accurate prediction of when maintenance
is actually needed.
Similarly, setting up a supply chain to
ensure that T-shirts are available in greater
quantities at the start of the season
is relatively simple. However, it takes
the analysis of up-to-the-minute online
consumer search queries, sales figures,
social media activities, and others to
quickly identify local trends. For example,
an imminent surge in demand for a T-shirt
with a particular design can be expected
if a popular celebrity was recently spotted
wearing it in public.
However, this approach also highlights
what is so curious about big data. Is it
really possible to predict anything if you
simply analyse enough of the right data?
Does everything necessarily follow a
pattern, or, to put it philosophically, is
“predetermination” overrated? Is it even
possible to get your hands on data of
suitable quality and process it reliably?
Are misinterpretations the rule or the
exception?
Experts argue these points, and are yet to
reach a consensus. In many instances, the
approach described in the above examples
will yield better and better results – but in
other instances, it may not, or may even
cause the opposite effect.
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Does the logistics industry need big
data?
At what point is big data actually “big”?
When is data analysis by conventional
methods sufficient, and when are big data
methods really needed? In the example
given above, the sensor readings from
a single engine of a Boeing 787 would
generate an astounding 500 GB of data on
a single flight. That is big data in terms of
volume.
What about data generated in a
supply chain? A company that ships a
million packages a month could collect
compressed package data for over
400 years before accumulating 500
GB of data. If a company with such an
impressive volume of shipments were
to lower its period of data collection to
a more realistic five years, the resulting
volume of data – even when generously
augmented by other consignment data
for analysis – could still be easily analysed
with a simple personal computer running
standard software.
So do supply chains really generate “big
data” that needs to be analysed? The
answer to this question is that it depends.
For projects where the objective is to
analyse performance, costs, vulnerabilities
of (even large-scale) logistics operations,
and assess the effects of optimisations,
traditional data analysis (also known as
business intelligence) is adequate. The
goal here is to obtain key information
based primarily on past data, though in
some cases, this data can certainly allow
extrapolations into the future. For many
companies, even such relatively simple
analysis harbours great potential for
improving workflows and saving costs.
Big data in the supply chain makes sense
when you want the analysis to include
dynamic factors outside your own sphere
of influence. An example specific to the
supply chain industry would be advanced
knowledge of supply chain risks (such as
strikes or political unrest). At this point, the
boundaries between strict logistics and
the planning, control, and implementation
of procurement, production, sales, and
any after-sales services, begin to blur. An
example is real-time control (or influence)
of the purchasing process on e-commerce
portals. We have all heard about the vision
Amazon has of moving goods before an
order is actually placed, based on expected
customer behavior. But the significance
of such knowledge is diminished when
we consider how removed one is from
the end customer. For example, what do
these possibilities mean for a third-tier
supplier?

If it is possible to predict sudden surges
in demand, natural disasters, or strikes
with sufficient accuracy, what good does
this knowledge do if you lack the capacity
to respond accordingly? If you want
to benefit from big data over the long
term, you also need to build up a highly
agile and flexible supply chain to take
advantage of the insight that it can bring. If
captured, handled and analysed correctly,
big data has the potential to introduce
a new generation of risk management
capabilities.
Managing risk through big data
The question that remains, is: where
can manufacturers and shippers obtain
the necessary, reliable data? It is likely
we will see further development of the
market for service providers that deliver
“bite-size” data sets on the political or
meteorological climate, areas of turmoil,
commodity prices, trends, and the like.
We can also continue to hope that the
advancement of technology will produce
data processing systems of increasing
intelligence that are more resistant to
singular misinterpretations.
Advanced knowledge of these types of
business-relevant developments promises
invaluable competitive advantage. It is
precisely this vision (and especially the
nearly endless potential uses beyond
the supply chain) that feeds the hype
surrounding big data, and that is exactly
why the technology behind the term ‘big
data’ will become increasingly better
defined over time.
Big data should be used as a tool, rather
than a neatly packaged solution. We all
need to decide for ourselves if, when,
and how we use it. For many businesses,
broader-based conventional analysis of
existing data is already possible and
greatly beneficial. Incorporating this into
standard business processes would
provide a strong basis for leveraging big
data when it becomes available, or when
the time is right for it to be used.
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Asia Self-Storage
Set for Rapid Expansion
By Jonathan Hsu, Director, Research &
Darren Benson, Executive Director, Industrial & Logistics, Brokerage Services Asia, CBRE Asia Pacific

S

elf-storage is a relatively new segment of commercial property in Asia that is primed for growth due to demographic changes,
strong business activity, and growing investor interest. Focusing on the more developed cities of Tokyo, Hong Kong, and Singapore,
demand is being driven by the four ‘Ds’ — death, divorce, density, and dislocation) — as well as business activity (office expansion
and contraction).
Despite the strong demand fundamentals and robust investor interest, the key risks of low awareness levels, lack of available properties
for conversion, and short lease and land tenure may dampen the growth potential of self-storage.

On balance, demand for self-storage is outstripping supply in Tokyo, Hong Kong, and Singapore, leading to continued expansion of selfstorage. As the market develops, there are three trends for self-storage in Asia: consolidation of larger players; continued new entrants
of smaller, niche players; and REIT formation of the first Asian self-storage portfolio.
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Market evolution in Asia
The evolution of self-storage in Asia is
around 20 years behind that of the US.
The development phase was drastically
shortened due to the operational and
business models already having been
proven in the US, UK, and Australia.
Starting in the 2000s, self-storage in
Tokyo, Hong Kong, and Singapore has had
a 10-15 year introductory phase.
Currently, Asia self-storage is transitioning
into the growth phase, and the rapid
expansion of self-storage facilities is
expected in Tokyo, Hong Kong, and
Singapore. As self-storage grows in
prominence, investors are increasingly
being drawn into this alternative asset
class.
Key drivers of self-storage demand
According to Public Storage, one of the
largest self-storage REITs in the US, selfstorage demand is driven by disruptive life
events called the four ‘Ds’—death, divorce,
downsizing and dislocation (job change,
marriage, college or natural disaster)—as
well as business activity (expansions and
contractions).

packed Asian metropolises, there is great
potential for demand for self-storage.
Space is a valued commodity and selfstorage is a simple way to expand one’s
household size.
Dislocation: Dislocation, the disruption
of one’s natural routine or order, usually
happens when life events such as marriage,
job changes, or matriculation occur. With
marriages on the rise in Hong Kong and
Singapore—which usually involves the
merger of two households into one—
this is creating demand for extra space.
Student matriculation is also on the rise
as education becomes more accessible
with foreign students increasingly opting
to move to Asian capital cities for their
education. Self-storage can be utilised
when students transition between living
situations.
Business Activity: Asia has been seeing
strong business demand driven by
robust office expansion which is likely
to necessitate demand for self-storage
for storing inventory and document
storage. Noticeable also is the impact
of e-commerce with small business
owners able to use self-storage as a miniwarehouse to support online sales activity.

Death: In Hong Kong and Tokyo, the rise
in ageing population will inevitably result
in many deaths in the coming decades.
Between 2000 and 2014, the ageing
population—aged 65 and over—grew
from 11 to 15 per cent in Hong Kong and
17 to 26 per cent in Japan. As people pass
away, their belongings must be sorted
and catalogued by their relatives, thus
producing more demand for self-storage
facilities.

Tokyo & Hong Kong have more
competition

Divorce: When couples split up, one
person often has to move out, creating
demand for self-storage. Between 2000
and 2013, the yearly number of divorces
increased 68 per cent in Hong Kong and
46 per cent in Singapore. While Japan has
shown a decrease in divorces, this statistic
is overshadowed by the ageing population
trend as there is an even greater decrease
in the number of marriages compared
to divorces.. The growing number of
divorces, along with deaths, is creating
demand for self-storage.

In order to meet the growing demand
for self-storage, market leaders and new
entrants have been expanding. Older
established players have been seeking
M&A opportunities to expand market
share more quickly than through organic
growth. New entrants, such as niche
players focused on Valet storage, are also
trying hard to get a foothold. The number
of major operators has reached 85 in Tokyo;
81 in Hong Kong; and 13 in Singapore. In
terms of competition, Hong Kong and
Tokyo have 11.2 and 9.4 operators per
million persons while Singapore is under
less competition with only 2.4 operators
per million persons. Tokyo looks to be
undersupplied in the self-storage market
with the amount of self-storage per
household only a quarter of that in Hong
Kong and Singapore.

Downsizing: The downsizing driver deals
with consumers moving from a larger
residence to a smaller residence, often
when children leave home. In Asia, this
demand driver can better be explained
by the density factor as living space is
tight, especially in Hong Kong, Singapore
and Tokyo—the average household space
per person is 167 sq. ft., 247 sq. ft. and
329 sq. ft. respectively. In these tightly
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Concentrated market, open for new
entrants
While competition is heating up in
Asia, there is still room for growth as
market share is still very concentrated
when compared to the US. The US selfstorage market is highly competitive and
fragmented. As of the end of 2014, there
is over 2.5 billion sq. ft. of rentable selfstorage space in the US, with the top five
operators only accounting for 14.1 per
cent of the market.
There exists both national players,
including a developed REIT market, as well
as a multitude of single-owned, family-run
operations. In contrast, Singapore, Hong
Kong, and Tokyo are all less competitive
and more concentrated with the top five
operators having 87 per cent, 50 per cent,
and 35 per cent market share.
As self-storage continues to grow, more
small players may begin to enter the
market to meet the rising demand for
self-storage. Larger, more established
players will still have the advantage in
sharing overhead costs and better brand
recognition. However, Asia self-storage is
still in its growth phase and there remains
opportunity for growth from both big and
small players.

Since first emerging 10 to 15 years ago,
the self-storage industry in Asia has
expanded both in terms of supply and
competition. On the supply side, CBRE
estimates that there is stock of 2.6 million
sq. ft., 1.6 million sq. ft. and 1.5 million sq.
ft. of rentable self-storage space in Hong
Kong, Tokyo and Singapore respectively.
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Technology Making
our World Smaller

T

oday, Asia is experiencing changing consumer demands due to the rising
middle class and increase in Internet penetration. While this landscape
provides a favourable environment for the growth of e-commerce, it
also leads to the emergence of several challenges, including very strained
distribution operations behind the scenes that are having difficulty keeping up
with online sales on the frontend.

Can this problem be quickly rectified? The short obvious answer is no, but
Mr Bruce Stubbs, Director, Industry Marketing, Honeywell Scanning &
Mobility, believes there are some technologies already available on the market
that can be implemented quickly to ease the strain in the supply chain backend.
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Uniquely Asia

“If I am a drone and I am
descending from the sky
to the streets and then the
houses to deliver a package,
there are trees and cables
in the way. How do I avoid
them? You cannot map all
those out, but it is possible
someone will develop the
technology further to make
it more practical in the next
few years.”
29 digiMag

“What comes to mind when one thinks of
Asia is that it is the largest area of growth.
The vast majority of consumers live in the
Asia Pacific region. Couple that with the
rising middle class and increase in the
amount of disposable income, and Asia
provides massive opportunities not only
here but also for the rest of the world.
Everyone can, and should, export goods
and services to this region because it
provides an additional economic market,”
explained Mr Stubbs, who frequents
the different regions around the world
to understand the upcoming trends and
challenges of the industry.
Of course, companies must also grow
at the same pace by equipping their
operations with the right infrastructure
and equipment to handle the increase in
purchases by the consumers in the region.
In the case of a retail company, strategies
have to be developed for their distribution
centres and transportation operations.

“In the case of a distribution centre, the
operations must be based on technology.
Without it, I can guarantee that they
cannot continue to manage the influx
in volume. Honeywell understands this,
and that is why we believe in our voice
technology, which ensures minimal
training hours and fast productivity. You
can train someone within half an hour to
use voice technology, which will lead to
an increase in productivity and volume
management,” said the director, who has
over 30 years of experience in the supply
chain industry.
From a transportation standpoint, paperbased processes are slow and less
accurate. With technology, drivers can
have access to an interface with a dynamic
routing and dispatching system. In the
case of a driver taking a wrong turn in a
busy city, having an effective GPS means
he can quickly rectify this mistake using
the shortest route possible. Implementing
technology in transportation operations
can lead to an increase of productivity
from 20 to 30 per cent.

Spread the seeds in different
markets
Re-shoring became a hot topic when the
cost of labour began to increase in Asia
Pacific, but most, if not all, companies see
re-shoring as a risk mitigation move, not as
an economical solution.
“Companies do not re-shore 100 per cent
of their operations. They simply want to
diversify their supply chain. This means
that if a natural disaster happened, like the
tragic tsunami disaster in Indonesia a few
years ago, their operations will not be fully
affected. Such a disaster can completely
devastate your supply chain if all their eggs
are in one basket,” said Mr Stubbs.
But in addition to a re-shoring strategy,
companies should also engage in a higher
level of collaboration to manage their
growth.
He continued, “Collaboration is often a
missing component in a business strategy.
This is something that is prevalent in every
region I visit. Many companies want to
keep their entire piece of pie. They think
they can handle the excess volume. But
there are creative ways to manage this. For
example, they can consider using Uber to
manage excess volume of small parcels.
Sometimes, doing everything themselves
can lead to an increase in cost because
the low productivity and performance eats
into your profitability.”

The robotics show
While Mr Stubbs has always been a
strong supporter of going high-tech, he
also points out that simply implementing
the latest technology is not always the
solution to every supply chain problem.
“Technology is the driver on how to do
things easier. However, some technologies
work better in some instances than others.
When I am picking similar sized items in a
dense area, or when people need to travel
great distances to complete picks, then
robotics make sense. But robotics can be
extremely expensive with very long ROI
periods. It can cost millions of dollars, and
take 18 to 20 years to finish the payment,”
cautioned Mr Stubbs.
In countries such as Canada, however,
when labour unions in some provinces
dictate how much an employee can lift in a
day, robotics can be not only effective, but
necessary. If employees are only allowed
to lift a limited amount of kilograms of
goods per day, they are done with their
work for the day once they hit the target,
even if they did it within four out of the
required eight working hours.
“In that instance, you would need to
hire more people to continue the work.
This eats into profitability. That’s where
automated picking can be effective. It is
especially effective for pallet in, pallet out

operations. Whichever technology you
choose though, you cannot just let it run at
40 per cent capacity. Make full use of it or
it will take decades to finish the payment,”
said Mr Stubbs.
He also believes that while using drones is
a great marketing idea, the practicality of
using that device on a massive commercial
level is low.
“If I am a drone and I am descending
from the sky to the streets and then the
houses to deliver a package, there are
trees and cables in the way. How do I
avoid them? You cannot map all those out,
but it is possible someone will develop
the technology further to make it more
practical in the next few years,” he said.

What lies ahead
Change is accelerating at a faster than ever
pace, and technology is not an exemption.
The transition from the colour TV to video
recorders was about 15 years. The DVD
followed in about 10, then came Blueray
HD in five and 3D TV in just three. We
cannot expect this trend to slow and it is
not just confined to consumer electronics.
Based on this train of thought, can we
predict what a supply chain will look like
in 2050?
“To me, it is hard enough to envision what
the supply chain will look like in 2020. I
anticipate that technology will be the main
enabler. Everything has to be electronic
and real time. Because of the Internet of
Things, everything will be connected by
2050. I envision a truck equipped with
a robot to scan the parcel and pass it to
the driver when the vehicle reaches the
destination. There will also be a sensor
in everyone’s parcel box that will scan
the delivery and alert the user once the
package is dropped off,” described Mr
Stubbs.
He likened the scenario to the Jetsons’
world. He believes that this is not a
science fiction plot or a far-stretched dream
because technology will always eventually
become affordable. Remember the time
when the cheapest DVD cost $50? Now it
is only a few dollars. We can bet that the
year 2050 will be very different indeed.
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Digitisation in
Supply Chain Scene

D

igitisation has become pervasive not only in our personal lives, but
also in all aspects of businesses, including supply chains and operating
models. But not every company realises this, particularly enterprises
based in the under developed parts of the Asia Pacific that still heavily rely
on the labour force. However, with the maturity of the West making it more
difficult to replace old technology with new ones, Asia Pacific has the chance
to stay ahead of the innovation race.

The growth of the Internet of Things (IoT) will also affect the business
landscape, according to Dr Giles Nelson, Senior Vice President, Product
Strategy & Marketing, Software AG, Co-founder of Apama. In this email
interview with Supply Chain Asia, Dr Nelson shared his thoughts on the level
of digitisation in the region, and the importance of Asia Pacific to Software AG.
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Can you share with us your role at
Software AG?
I look after product marketing and strategy
for our streaming analytics and in-memory
data management products. They enable
organisations to make better decisions on
big and fast moving data.

What are Software AG’s biggest
markets in terms of countries
in Asia? What about in terms of
industry sector?
Software AG spearheads digitisation in
Asia. We are looking into Asia key markets
such as Korea, China, Hong Kong, Taiwan,
Singapore, Malaysia and Indonesia.
Our business verticals vary from finance
and banking to gaming. In 2015, we
continue to focus on financial services,
retail, and manufacturing.

What are your thoughts on the level
of digitisation in the Asia Pacific
context? How does it compare to
other regions?
Asia Pacific is a unique market; and the
exponential growth of business digitisation
is inevitable. CIOs in Asia Pacific put
priority in improving applications to better
suit their companies’ business processes
(71 per cent), and as well as availability
and performance (65 per cent) to
support digitisation in their organisations,
according to multiple research firms.
As the market and infrastructure are
ready, more and more enterprises in
Asia understand that digitisation should
also mean simplifying IT infrastructure
simultaneously to further reap the
rewards.
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“IoT is going to be the
biggest driver of integration
technology in history for
sure. Based on Gartner, by
2020, there will be 25
billion connected Things.
These trends will certainly
change the consumers’
demands and behaviors as
well as enterprises’ ways in
running business. ”
What is your take on the supply
chain industry in Asia Pacific? Has
there been a steady increase in
the number of local companies
investing in real time data solutions
and analytics?
It is a mixed picture. There are some
organisations that are doing really
innovative things, but most others are,
I would say, lagging behind a bit with
respect to their European or American
counterparts.
Asia Pacific is, of course, an enormously
diverse and distributed region so making
generalisations is dangerous. However,
economies rapidly growing from a lowinfrastructure base have the opportunity to
implement new technologies easier and
faster than ever before, compared to the
more developed parts of the region and
world that do not have the capability to
switch technology or machines as easily.
That is a real opportunity for those rising
economies in the region to get one-up on
their competitors.

What would you like to say to
companies that do not want
to spend much on software or
innovation, especially in regions
where labour is abundant? How
risky is this strategy?
Using technology is only partially about
saving labour costs. Of course this is part
of it, but it is a much bigger picture than
that.
What people are not very good at is
consistency and also the reliable and
automatic provision of information. Take
a manufacturer of medical equipments
for example - by instrumenting their own
manufacturing facility and combining this
information with that of their supply chain
partner, they can give a complete view
of how the on-demand manufacturing of
bespoke equipment to their customers.
That is not something you can reliably do
by expecting people to manually measure
and report information. You have to think
about data and information as part of
the product itself, and that information
gathering is not done well by people.

Can you share with us how the
Digital Business Platform differs
from what is already available on
the market?
The SAG Digital Business Platform is the
world’s first such platform. It gives one
platform, consisting of a set of highly
integrated component parts, that enables
organisations to build agile, responsive
applications that integrate with cloud and
on-premise systems and can handle data
and process alike. Other companies can
claim they have parts of what SAG has,
but no one else has such a complete and
well-integrated platform as we do.

What is your opinion on the usage
of robotics in supply chains? Do
you foresee this being the norm in
10 years?
Robotics are already used in some parts of
the supply chain and will no doubt become
more prevalent, particularly in parts of the
world where labour is more expensive.

What is Software AG’s strategy for
Asia Pacific?
Software AG’s strategy is aimed at
sustainable profitable growth in Asia Pacific
as well as on a global level. We strive to
continuously increase our enterprise
value. Our long-term portfolio strategy
is focused on the intensive expansion
of our high-growth, future-oriented
Digital Business Platform business. This
segment has become our primary revenue
generator over the past few years, most
recently accounting for more than 46 per
cent (2013: 43 per cent) of Group revenue.
Our traditional Adabas & Natural business
contributed 29 per cent (2013: 28 per cent)
and Consulting 25 per cent (2013: 28 per
cent) to total global revenue.

This shows that, as a product provider,
Software AG has optimised its revenue
mix in favor of high-margin license and
maintenance revenue. The reason for the
focus on product revenue is the significant
potential for growth and higher earnings
compared to services. License sales in
the software sector are considered to be
a key indicator of future growth, because
they typically lead to long-term, recurrent
maintenance revenue that is characterised
by a particularly high profit margin.

How pervasive will IoT be by 2020?
IoT is going to be the biggest driver of
integration technology in history for sure.
Based on Gartner, by 2020, there will be 25
billion connected Things. These trends will
certainly change the consumers’ demands
and behaviors as well as enterprises’
ways in running business. This has further
challenged by enterprises to analyse data
and obtain insights.
The complexity of IoT is both exciting and
challenging for business, as more and
more companies are allocating a bigger
portion of investment in collection and
analysis of data. It is predicted that by
2016 there will be 26 per cent increase
of investment in this area. Business is on
the shift to digital to enforce efficiency,
productivity and competitiveness.
IoT will affect business integration and
also improve the customer experience if
managed with business intelligence and
agile processes. Therefore, in the midst of
this transformation, by 2020 business will
be more consumer centric and integrated.

What is it about the enterprise
management software sector that
interests you the most?
It is its ability to change the world,
just a little bit perhaps, by sometimes
transforming the way an organisation
works. We sometimes take for granted
the transformative nature of IT. We are
aware of this in our private lives, but it
also applies to business. Businesses
can go to the wall, new businesses born
and existing businesses transformed, all
through the use of technology.
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Combating Cyber Risks in a
Hyperconnected World

C

yberspace is an important element in the daily life of individuals, governments and
businesses. Yet, with this exponential increase in activity comes the ease of use
and access to data for malicious purposes. Cyber attacks are increasing in number,
sophistication, scope and impact. In this context, cyber security is arguably the most salient
non-traditional security issue on the global agenda, especially in the business landscape.

But many businesses are not adequately equipped with the technology infrastructure to
facilitate the mitigation of cyber threats. Massive cyber breaches at Sony, JPMorgan, Target,
Home Depot, Dairy Queen and other corporations in recent years underscore the relevance
of cyber security awareness for companies in the private sector.
Mr Keith Thomas, CEO, Global Corporate Asia Pacific, Zurich Insurance, knows the
importance of understanding the developing cyberspace landscape in Asia, and the
challenges this will lead to when combined with the growth of Internet of Things (IoT). In this
interview with Supply Chain Asia, Mr Thomas shares his opinions on managing cyber threat
and the talent pool in the industry.
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If you had to name one, which
emerging technology would post
the highest risk to cyber security?
I would say cloud computing presents one
of the biggest risks because of the vast
sums and concentration of data it stores.
The increasing pace of technological
innovation is also complicating how
these risks are managed, as it makes it
challenging for the corporate decisionmaking processes to keep up with
changes.

There were massive cyber breaches
at Sony, JPMorgan, Target and
other corporations. To what extent
is this due to the dynamic cyber
risk landscape? Or can most of the
blame lie in the companies’ lack of
IT security infrastructure?
There is no one reason; it is a combination
of all of the above. However, for many
organisations, the real exposure to these
risks is with physical security issues.
Organisations need to first ensure their
physical security is in order so there is no
unauthorised access to the property and
ultimately the computer systems. Physical
security is the “basic 101”, as well as how
resilient the organisation has made their
firewall and encryption. Organisations
can often focus too much on the bigger
and more complex issues, thus forgetting
to conduct frequent housekeeping on
general security issues.
Companies also need to perform greater
cyber risk due diligence on their providers.
That is an area that needs to gain traction
to make companies more resilient and
aware to the cyber risks they are exposed
to.

“It is important that
companies acknowledge
cyber security is no longer
only an “IT” issue. It is
now a boardroom issue
because of the reputational
risks associated with cyber
security, and action needs
to be taken quickly.”
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In your opinion, is the security
technology available today able to
keep up with the cyber criminals’
tactics?
The pace and creativity of cyber criminals’
strategies is difficult to keep up with.
Defences are improving, but the key is
to make your systems as resilient as
possible. Organisations are also starting to
escalate the importance of cyber risks to
the boardroom level, as it has shifted to
become a reputational risk. By doing this,
issues can be raised quicker, closing the
gap between the threat and the response
time.

It is reported that more than 50
per cent of the world’s internet
users are in Asia. Does this mean
that companies located in Asia
are more at risk? Does location (or
region) have any bearings on cyber
security?
I would not say that location is the main
driver of the issue, but clearly Asia has
become more of an attractive virtual
hunting ground.
If you look at the
development of the financial industry in
the region, it is becoming increasingly
intertwined with technology and the
global economy. This technology not only
benefits companies but it also exposes
them to new and more complex cyber
risks.

How is the ASEAN Regional Forum
managing
confidence-building
measures in cyberspace?
There have been very positive steps in
the region. Cities, like Singapore and
Hong Kong, have taken significant good
steps forward. Singapore established its
Cyber Security Agency and Hong Kong
established a Cyber Crime Unit. These
steps are a great start and very much
needed, but we believe there is also a
need for a more coordinated response to
increase resilience in the region. Regional
bodies such as ASEAN and APEC are
ideal platforms to lead this unanimous
response.

In your opinion, how quickly can
the IoT revolutionise Asia Pacific?
The region is seeing a lot of growth in this
space. You can see it starting to shape
how infrastructure will work in smart cities
and buildings across Asia. Hong Kong
companies have already been looking at
how they can be a part of or build smarter
offices for energy efficiency purposes.
A number of M&A deals in the sector
show how companies are investing in this
technology.

Who should be pushing for cyber
security effectiveness in a typical
company?
It
is
important
that
companies
acknowledge cyber security is no longer
only an “IT” issue. It is now a boardroom
issue because of the reputational risks
associated with cyber security, and action
needs to be taken quickly. Who individually
owns that risk will differ by company for a
number of reasons, but regardless, a clear
owner with a direct report to the board or
the board’s risk committee is a must.

What are your thoughts on talent
pool when it comes to cyber
security? Do you see enough
interest generated in universities
to attract talent to be a part of a
cyber security team?

In what way does having an
insurance play a part in boosting
cyber security?

There is clearly a growing interest to be
part of this exciting and ever changing tech
and security world. More universities are
building up programmes around this space,
so it is definitely positive. The fascinating
thing is how many pre-university students
are interested in pursuing a career in
technology and cyber security.

1. They can benefit from the knowledge
and insights of partnering with an insurer,
which is constantly thinking about risk in
terms of where it may reside and how to
mitigate it. It enables companies to focus
on running their business.

There are three main ways in which cyber
insurance can benefit a company:

2. Insurers provide expertise in business
continuity planning, which is a key part of
resilience to and recovery from a cyberevent.
3. A company will receive financial
relief from the costs associated with
remediating a cyber-event. Perhaps more
importantly, the companies will have a
much smoother response with access to
the Cyber Response experts contracted
as part of the coverage. With these
experts, the company can continue to
focus on running the business rather than
also having to worry about coordinating a
response.

Based on your experience, how
would the Asia Pacific region fare
in 2025 when it comes to cyber
security?
I think Asia may have a unique benefit
relative to its global peers because so
much of the infrastructure and middle
class growth in consumption is coming
online now and the not-too-distant future.
This infrastructure, private or public, will
be more capable and considered in its risk
and benefits than other parts of the world.
However, let me be clear that there will
still be significant risk caused by the
interconnectedness of IoT in Asia, and
companies need to remain focused on
building resilience as a means to manage
their cyber risk.
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Revolutionary Technologies to
Pave the Way in Retail Industry

I

t is no secret that e-commerce continues to revolutionise the way people shop around the world.
According to a recent research, the value of e-commerce is growing steadily at 20 per cent per year,
and by 2019, it is estimated to represent 10 per cent of the total retail sales.

While the industry is reaping a host of benefits and opportunities from this e-commerce boom however,
we are also faced with critical challenges, ranging from an overwhelmed back-end to meeting customers’
expectations. If we do not manage these issues quickly, they can easily overwhelm our capabilities and
kick us out of the competition. This is why Manhattan Associates believes that retailers need to invest in
smart solutions to stay in the omnichannel game.
“Our ultimate objective is to ensure that our clients are commerce-ready with our solutions and backed
up by our unmatched experience,” said Mr William Chaylis, the Regional Sales Manager of Manhattan
Associates for the Southeast Asia region. Since the company signed its first client - an American
retail company called Jockey - it has accumulated over 25 years of experience in the retail field. In this
interview with Supply Chain Asia, Mr Chaylis shares with us the current trends in e-commerce and as
well as his vision for the online shopping era in 2050.
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Customer is king
“Ten years ago, I tried to reserve an item
over the phone before heading down to
buy it at the store, but they did not allow
me to do that. I had to quickly drive to the
store and hope the item was still available
on the shelf. Now, the retail landscape
has changed. Customers demand more
and want to be treated like kings. If they
are not, it is very easy for them to find a
similar deal elsewhere whether online or
offline,” said Indonesia-born Mr Chaylis,
who is currently based in Singapore.
In light of this, retailers need to find a
way to give customers what they want
in the most convenient way possible and
at the fairest value. There is an urgent
need to examine their order fulfilment
strategies and make their supply chains
responsive and intelligent so they can
integrate and serve all channels in a unified
way. Retailers need to start offering new
fulfilment approaches, whether by home
delivery or parcel lockers or pick-up at
the nearest store. Retailers also need to
maximise the availability of stock for sale
across all channels, instead of maintaining
silos of inventory. This means that they
need to have network-wide visibility of
their stock and locations at any moment
in time, whether it is at the store, at the
DC, in transit or on order. Retailers also
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need to leverage on a store network as
a potential customer service centre for
online consumers, including store pick-ups
or returns, or complaint resolutions.
In addition, retailers need to be conscious
about changing consumer behaviour. For
consumers, the e-commerce experience
is no longer only about buying products
online; it is also about browsing for
products. While physical retail stores
were frequently seen as showrooms for
consumers to touch and feel products
before purchasing them online, a
recent study has shown that reverse
showrooming is on the rise.
“Actually, a recent study shows that 69
per cent of respondents indulge in reverse
showrooming, as compared to 47 per
cent that are showrooming. Many in-store
shoppers window-shop for items online
before coming to the store to try them out
and making a purchase so that they can
bring them home immediately,” explained
Mr Chaylis, who has had many years of
experience at multinational companies
before making the switch to Manhattan
Associates in 2014. Retailers need to be
aware of such evolving trends so that they
can stay one step ahead of the customers’
needs.

Key steps to online success
Fulfilling thousands of online orders not only
takes a dedicated workforce, it also takes
significant planning, scalable distribution
technology and the ability to think about
online, not as a siloed, independently run
business division, but as an integrated part
of a broader omni-channel strategy. Retail
organisations see Manhattan Associates’
Supply Chain Commerce solutions as
critical to their success and we are seeing
a strong replacement cycle with omnichannel impacting many of our customers’
businesses. Retailers in the region are
currently investing in our solutions to
evolve their core inventory management,
distribution optimisation, and network
inventory visibility capabilities. Getting
these things right is providing a firm
foundation on which a successful omnichannel strategy can be built.

“With the technological
growth at a scale never
seen before, I believe
that we are very close to
a quantum leap in robotic
technology.”

Retailers are also realising that the real
route to online and omni-channel success
is being able to do it profitably but there are
many retailers that just do not know how
much it costs them to fulfil an online order.
The route to omni-channel profitability is
challenging however it can be achieved
through having a single view of all inventory
and fulfilling orders from a location which
ensures a profit on that sale (often the
bricks-and-mortar store – a luxury pureplay retailers don’t have). Manhattan’s
solutions allow retailers to make these
complex decisions which factor in criteria
such as proximity of an inventory source
to the customer and capacity and cost to
fulfil. We are already helping some of the
world’s leading retailers do just this and
we expect to be helping more companies
in Asia in the coming years rely on our
solutions to intelligently serve up product
availability to all channels to maximise
revenue opportunities and profit.

Bracing for artificial intelligence

Shopping paradise in 2050

“With the technological growth at a
scale never seen before, I believe that
we are very close to a quantum leap in
robotic technology. We are already seeing
some interesting robotic technology,
which is quite early in its development,
for warehouse application,” said the
technology enthusiast. While it is still quite
early in the conception stage for most
robots, Mr Chaylis believes that with a
few tweaks, some may set to be rapidly
adopted in the market. In addition, artificial
intelligence will also play a strong role in
warehousing solutions.

“Progress of rapid prototyping has been
enlightening. At this current pace, I would
not be surprised if by 2050, companies will
sell access codes to consumers and they
will print the products out in their own
homes or factories. We have already seen
this happen in the music industry, where
people are today buying songs online
and downloading them to their devices,
instead of buying CDs or cassettes. Just
think about the logistics costs saved in this
scenario,” imagined Mr Chaylis, whose
high interest in innovation was what first
attracted him to Manhattan Associates.

“At the moment, technology still relies
on some percentage of human inputs in
order to get it to work. In the near future
however, technology will be able to decide
on the solutions based on its gathered
history and information. It can learn and
analyse the information, and propose a
solution to the problem. In fact, our slotting
optimisation tool and labour management
tool are already working along these lines.
Ultimately, technology will soon be able
to learn, adapt and react on their own,”
mentioned Mr Chaylis.

In
Southeast
Asia,
where
the
transportation infrastructure is stretched, it
is important to find new ways to innovate.
While commercialised 3D printing is at its
infancy stage, Mr Chaylis suggested that
crowd-sourcing logistics may be a closer
near-term trend. He also pointed out on
how drone technologies may revolutionize
the way goods are being transported
around. As a matter of fact, the underlying
technologies already exist in aerospace
industry.
Ultimately, he envisioned a shopping
paradise à la the movie Wall-E, where
shoppers can change the colour of their
shirts with the press of a button. The
question is not if technology can ever
reach that stage, but when.
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The Bull,
the Whip & 3 Beers
By Alagiri Samy, Solution Manager, Supply Chain Solution, BRIDGEi2i Analytics Solutions

The supply chain conundrum

I

n the early 1990s Procter & Gamble
(P&G) faced a problem of extreme
demand variations for one of its bestselling brands - Pampers diapers. The
logistics executives at P&G examined the
order rates for Pampers across the supply
chain. Though the purchase rate remained
more or less steady at the consumer
end, the logistics executives found that
the variation of orders increased from
the retailer level to the distributor level
up the supply chain. This is not just with
P&G; most of the companies that have
any kind of supply chain component faces
the issue.
This pushed P&G to shelve the old supply
chain model and revamp it to ensure
supply chain efficiency. The reason for the
major revamp in P&G was caused by the
“Bullwhip Effect”.
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Everyone falls prey to the bullwhip

The act of falling prey

The concept first appeared in Jay
Forrester’s Industrial Dynamics (1961)
and thus it is also known as the Forrester
effect. Since the oscillating demand
magnification upstream of a supply chain
is reminiscent of a cracking whip, it
became known as the bullwhip effect.

Now, lets us see how a Bullwhip effect will
have an effect on a popular product like the
iPhone.

The bullwhip effect is an observed
phenomenon in distribution channels. It
refers to a trend of compounded swings
in inventory in response to changes in
customer demand. Companies farther
upstream from the supply chain experience
the brunt of the bullwhip effect. In the
present supply chain scenario, some of
the major reasons for the Bullwhip effect
are shortening of the product lifecycle, ack
of information and customers (canceling)
turning back on sales orders.

In this example, let us consider a scenario
where all the three major reasons coexist and the supply chain orders at
the whole value chain of iPhone might
look something like this - iPhone stores
demands eight units of iPhone, Apple as
an organisation will place an order of 10
units to its manufacturing partner. In turn,
the Manufacturing partner will place an
order for 12 camera units to save itself
to Company A. And Company A for the
same reason places an order for 15 orders
to Company B. Now, if we examine it, we
can see that there is actually a 100 per
cent increment in the orders placed as
compared to the demand.
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This is surprisingly a common scenario
and easy to visualise but this is analytically
a complex problem to solve. The resort
to the 100 per cent higher order problem
which has a cascading effects in the whole
supply chain process is Analytics. In other
words, Analytics can help in Lead-time
reduction and accurately forecasting large
demand volatility across the supply chain
and this can reduce the bullwhip effect at
each node.

The Beer Game
Since the 1960’s, industry believes that
Bullwhip can be solved by not “distorting
information along the supply chain”.
But now, with time, the realisation has
become stronger and deeper. Today,
the industry believes that the identified
solution can be provided by data driven
decision approach. And moreover, solution
will have high impact if a prescribed order
pattern is provided at each node in the
whole supply chain.
This was more a theory until BRIDGEi2i
Analytics Solutions was able to prove
it in the Supplier Summit of Hewlett
Packard (HP). The conference had all the
suppliers of HP in the same board room.
The task at hand was to prove the use of
prescriptive analytics by improvising the
“Beer Game” that was developed by MIT
Sloan University back in 1961 to showcase
the importance of communication.
In the earlier version of Beer Game,
candidates enact a four-stage supply
chain. The task is to produce and deliver
units of beer: the factory produces and the
other three stages deliver the beer units
until it reaches the customer at the end of
the chain.

The modified Beer Game
The aim of the players is rather simple: each
of the four groups has to fulfil incoming
orders of beer by placing orders with the
next upstream party. Communication and
collaboration are not allowed between
supply chain stages, so players invariably
create the so-called bullwhip effect.
Now, in order to showcase the importance
of Prescribed Analytics we created the
improvised Beer Game and two additional
teams were created as a part of it. That is,
other than the “Normal Beer Game” team
and there was “Assisted Beer Game”
team and “Prescribed Beer Game” team
as well.
The “Normal Beer Game” team had no
analytics to drive decisions. The “Assisted
Beer Game” team had an end customer
demand forecast and the “Prescribed
Beer Game” players had a prescribed
order pattern for each node.
The game started with the assumptions of
inventory holding cost at $0.5 per unit and
backorder (backlog) cost at $1 per unit. The
operation was carried out for 20 iterations
and the results were measured.

Solution to the conundrum
At the end of 20 iterations, results favoured
the “Prescribed Beer Game” over the
others. Findings of the simulation are
below. Teams with prescribed analytics:
• Placed least amount of orders
• Had least amount of backorders and 		
inventory
• Had the least cost of doing business
In real numbers, it was identified that
“Normal Beer Game” team with no
forward looking view had spent $1,259.
Assisted team with a demand forecast
shared across the supply chain had spent
$995 and prescribed team which had
emerged as winner with predictive and
operational insights spent $698 which was
45 per cent lower than “Normal” and 35
per cent lower than the “Assisted” teams.
This proves that Predictive Analytics can
help in overcoming the bullwhip effect.
Most of the time, Bullwhip causes the
manufacturers to sell off the inventories
at a throwaway price by cutting on the
margin to avoid a complete loss scenario.
And therefore, next time whenever
you purchase something during the
Thanksgiving, just remember that one
of the reasons for the low cost could be
“Bullwhip” effect and you might not get it
for the same price if it is solved.
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Cross-Docking in
High-Tech Industries:
Benefits beyond Freight
Consolidation
By Dr Jozo Acksteiner, Strategy & Analytics Manager &
Shawn Tay, Strategy & Analytics Manager, Hewlett-Packard

C

ross-docking – the practice of deconsolidating and re-consolidating
freight without intervening storage
time – combines a similar speed of direct
shipping with the freight cost savings of
consolidation of traditional distribution
centres. This is shown by numerous case
studies of major companies like Home
Depot, Wal-Mart and others.
In high-tech industries like semiconductors
or electronics where transport costs are
relatively small compared to the cargo
value, the freight consolidation argument
can become secondary. Here, crossdocking is much more than a freight cost
cutting instrument: It reduces regulatory
and tax costs, it increases supply chain
flexibility, and it improves freight security
and delivery.
Of course, enabling cross-docking requires
sophisticated supply chain supervision.
Whether a company should invest in it
does not only depend on the operative
needs and characteristics of the logistics
network but also on the company’s
individual overall supply chain strategy and
tactics. Nevertheless, the lessons learned
from high-tech firms are giving a new
view on cross-docking benefits in logistics
networks and may be applicable also for
other industries.
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Direct versus indirect networks
Products can be distributed either directly
or indirectly (see figure 1).
Direct networks move product from its
source directly to its destination through
an itinerary based shipping. This yields a
highly responsive but inside also a complex
distribution network. Such networks you
often find in low-volume, high transport
cost where demand triggers orders (pull
networks).
Indirect networks move cargo from
sources to final destinations via distribution
centres. This leg-based shipping enables
low transportation costs as freight
can be consolidated in the distribution
centres. Such a network is typical for cost
competitive high-volume environments
like retailers.

In a push network, where orders are
determined by forecasts, the distribution
centre is usually combined with a
warehouse serving as buffer between
purchased and demanded goods.
If
transportation volume is sufficiently high,
distribution centres can be designed as
cross-docks where freight arrives, is broken
down, reconsolidated to destinations,
and then shipped out – usually within
one working day. The transportation cost
savings from freight consolidation more
than offsets and therefore justifies the
cost of running the cross-dock.

Cross-docking in high tech
industries

Cross-docking’s benefits in a hightech environment

High Tech companies demand an extremely
responsive supply chain network. With
high value per unit products, shipping
costs are relatively small compared to
cargo value, so direct shipping may seem
the most appropriate choice. But that’s
not always true.

Cross-docking has three key advantages
for high-tech industries: It can help
reducing regulatory and tax costs,
increasing freight security, and improving
transportation service levels.

In the late 1990s, facing adverse market
conditions and rising customer demands
on distribution services, Intel Corporation
changed its European warehousing/direct
shipping model to indirect. And in the new
century, they even took over the operation
of their regional freight forwarder’s
distribution centre in order to amplify the
advantages of this distribution strategy.

In a global industry, the costs of complying
with laws, taxes, regulations, and language
requirements across multiple borders, can
easily exceed transportation expenses.
Cross-docking can help to significantly
reduce those costs.

Reduced Regulatory Costs and Taxes

Figure 1: Direct shipping vs. indirect shipping

Regulatory costs are directly related to the
number of distinctive legal & regulatory
environments a company has to serve,
i.e. the number of international shipping
lanes of a network. Take the example of
Figure 1. It shows four sources and five
destination countries, which in a direct
ship model means twenty potential legal
compliance environments. In the example,
a distribution centre hub reduces these
compliance environments to nine (five in
and four out of the cross-dock), and the
costs of legal and tax advice, translations,
etc., decrease proportionally.
In addition, taxes and regulatory burdens
at a specific location are often to some
extent
negotiable. The
throughput
volume of the distribution centre and the
company’s choice of the location are crucial
negotiation levers to achieve benefits. Of
course these have to be weighed against
potential disadvantages such as labour
and transportation costs.
With a business model having costumers
order from their local subsidiary, but
delivering the orders from the distribution
centre as a legal entity and then distributing
the revenue back to the subsidiaries,
the effects of country individual revenue
fluctuations can be mitigated. In this way
the overall long-term tax burden can be
reduced.

Higher Freight Security
It’s estimated that cargo theft costs
businesses $35bn a year – in the US
only. High-tech products are attractive
targets, most often through truck stealing/
hijacking, warehouse theft/robbery and
theft en-route. Hence, cargo theft and
security are top priority issues in high-tech
supply chains.
Traditionally freight is insured by weight,
not value. According to the Technology
Asset Protection Association (TAPA)
industry rate compensation for a stolen
box worth tens of thousands of dollars
but weighing 30 pounds is less than $300.
This doesn’t include compensation for
the cost of potential damage to customer
relationships resulting from delayed
delivery.
Common distribution centres, especially
those used for a variety of cargo types,
often cannot provide a comprehensive
protection against all theft scenarios.
However, specialised high-tech crossdock facilities can be designed for higher
security, making assets easier to protect.
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Improved Transport Service Levels
Highly flexible product exchangeability and
severe price competition in the technology
industry make accurate, timely product
delivery essential. High-tech customers
often want broad supply chain visibility,
single day delivery windows, and the
ability to cancel orders almost until
delivery date. For example, in contrast to
more cost focused retail supply chains,
the failure to meet a delivery window for
technology products often results in high
penalties.
Even the biggest global freight forwarding
players are not directly present everywhere
and will outsource services in regions
where they have gaps. Having a crossdock-capable distribution centre between
origins and destinations thus facilitates
more consistent logistics service for a
given region.
Cross-docking also makes it easier to
track shipments as compared to direct
transportation. This in turn enables
higher quality metrics and more efficient
investigations of shipping issues.
Finally, cross-docking with mini-buffering
capabilities in the operations can help meet
delivery windows more consistently as
the transport time to the final destination
is shorter compared to a direct ship model.

Supply Chain Flexibility
Flexible distribution networks are crucial
in a fast-paced, highly competitive
global environment. On the first sight,
direct shipping seems advantageous.
But the cross-dock’s ability to redirect
shipments en route shows otherwise. It
enhances freight management through
better handling of last minute order
cancellations, shipment damages, and
other transportation mishaps. If the
shipper actually owns the cross-dock,
flexibility can even be increased further
as he is not as dependent on indirect
management & communications.

Things to Consider before jumping
onto cross-docking
Despite its advantages in a high-tech
distribution
network,
cross-docking
is not for everyone. Before adding a
cross-dock to a supply chain, a company
must weigh its benefits against those of
direct shipping. For example, is shipping
volume high enough to support cross-dock
operations? Other relevant factors are
shipment sizes, security requirements,
process capabilities, and maintenance of
service quality in the distribution network.
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Cross-docking is also not without risks.
Adding another node in a transportation
network creates more facility operating
costs, can increase turnaround time, and
may increase the risk of product damage
by adding more touch points to the supply
chain.
In addition, it can be difficult to
operationalise the switch from direct to
indirect shipping. Changing supply chain
processes involves experience, time
and money. Negotiations with logistics
providers can be tough: Freight forwarders
have an interest to provide end-to-end
shipping services as this provides more
control over the supply chain. This control
diminishes if they only provide leg-based
services – something they might not want
to give up easily.
An even more delicate question is
ownership of the cross-dock operations.
Before
2000,
Intel’s
Amsterdam
distribution centre had two inbound
freight forwarders and one outbound
forwarder who also ran the cross-dock
operations. The resulting dependence
on close cooperation with the cross-dock
operator made process improvements
and introduction of new freight forwarders
difficult. The take-over of the operations
supported Intel’s efforts towards a
competitive bidding environment and a
higher delivery quality. Intel’s ownership of
its European cross-dock distribution centre
helped to quicker identify and analyse
shipping issues, providing valuable metrics
for Intel’s Quality Operating System.

Conclusions
The lessons learned in the high-tech
industry might be valuable to other
industries with similar product, customer
and supply chain characteristics, such as:
•		Value dense products (high cost per
volume) with short life cycles and which
are ill-suited to storage (sensitivity
to environmental conditions and/or
price-decline) and which require high
demands on freight security.
•		High customer demands on distribution
reliability, cancellation flexibility, tough
delivery windows and shipment
tracking, and little need for parts
replacement
•		An international just-in-time pull-chain
environment.
For industries with global just-in-time
supply chain environments with high
delivery quality demands and value-dense,
short life-cycle products, cross-docking
may help a company gaining a competitive
edge in comparison to direct shipping.

It not only helps reducing shipping costs
through freight consolidation, but it can
significantly reduce regulatory compliance
and tax costs in a multi-international
environment. Furthermore, it can improve
supply chain flexibility, delivery quality and
freight security. In short, cross-docking
provides benefits far beyond freight
consolidation.
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Awards Night Itinerary
19 November 2015
Swissotel The Stamford, Singapore
Attire: Black Tie/Tuxedo
5.45pm: 	Registration & networking cocktail
7.00pm: 	Guests to be seated
7.15pm: 	Event commences
7.30pm:

Welcome speech by Chairman

7.35pm:

Dinner and Awards Ceremony
• 1st sequence – Individuals & 10th year Council Members Awards
• 2nd sequence – Corporate & Special Corporate
• 3rd sequence – Special Individual

10.00pm: Closing note by founder/president of SCA

Overview SCA Awards 2015
Supply Chain Asia Awards 2015 will be held on 19 November, with 26 awards to be presented. Expect a twist in the
nomination structure of the upcoming awards with a designated nomination committee each given the power and
responsibility to select the very best of this competitive industry in the respective awards segment.
• Special Corporate Recognition Awards
Most Enterprising 3PL SME of the Year (Singapore Only)
Most Innovative Solutions Partner of the Year
Supply Chain Software Partner of the Year
	Overall Supply Chain Partner of the Year
• Individuals Awards
Supply Chain Professional of the Year in the various industries
(limit to 7 sectors each year)
• Corporate Awards
Sea Freight Partner of the Year
Air Freight Partner of the Year
Sea Port Operator of the Year
Air Cargo Operator of the Year
	Last Mile Partner of the Year
Asian 3PL
	Global 3PL
• Special Individuals Awards
Supply Chain Educator of the Year
	Young Professional of the Year
Woman Supply Chain Professional of the Year
Most Inspiring Supply Chain Professional of the Year
	Overall Supply Chain Professional of the Year
Supply Chain CEO of the Year
Visionary of the Year
Hall of Fame
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Ticket Pricing
Types

Members		Non-Members
bef GST

aft GST

bef GST

aft GST

Awards Seat

S$350	S$374.50	S$395	S$422.65

Awards Dinner Table (10 seats)

S$3,250	S$3,477.50	S$3,750	S$4,012.50

Sponsorship opportunities are now available. Kindly contact us for more information.

Be SCA Awards Corporate Sponsor
Take the opportunity to host a table of invited guests or co-workers to celebrate the success of your company and the
supply chain industry.

Option A:

Platinum Sponsor: S$30,000 (aft. GST S$32,100)
• Include Corporate Endorsement for 2016
• 5 x corporate tables (own guests/SCA specially invited guests)
• Logo placement in Awards videos, collateral and promotional materials

Option B:

Gold Sponsor: S$15,000 (aft. GST S$16,050)
• Include Premier Corporate Membership for 2016
• 2 x corporate tables (own guests/SCA specially invited guests)
• Logo placement in Awards videos, collateral and promotional materials

Option C:

Silver Sponsor: S$7,500 (aft. GST S$8,025)
• Include Corporate Membership for 2016
• 1 x corporate tables (own guests/SCA specially invited guests)
• Logo placement in Awards videos, collateral and promotional materials

For more details, you can contact:
Mr Paul Lim (Founder/ President)
Email: paul.lim@supplychainasia.org
Mobile: +65-9691 4633

General Enquiry
Email: admin@supplychainasia.org
Tel: +65-6898 1581
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2015
Introducing
THE SHIPPERS COUNCIL

Membership

Join us today!
In today’s global economy, shippers may contact third-party logistics providers or freight forwarders to procure and manage
their freight shipments. In order to stay competitive, shippers need to balance the risks associated from the transport of
their goods with the willingness to pay for the protection of the freight and consequences of any service failures.
This is where Supply Chain Asia (SCA) comes in. SCA hosts The Shippers Council (TSC) as a platform for senior professionals,
involved in managing procuring and operating their companies’ logistics and supply chain operations in Asia Pacific, to
discuss, explore and share issues and challenges affecting their operations, with the intention of finding and achieving
best practices.
Through our membership programme, we invite industry professionals to join us as we strive to better develop the
industry, and succeed through collaboration.

TSC Memberships
For Corporate Shippers

S$700/yr

(aft GST: S$749)

S$1750/yr

(aft GST: S$1872.50)

Lite - 5 Representatives

Premier - 5 Representatives

FEATURES

FEATURES

Membership

• Monthly digiMag PDF
• 1 Copy Free Special Edition Magazine (Print)

Events & Networking

• Discounts to Supply Chain Asia Forum
• Priority Seating for Awards
• Discounts to Other Events
• Member + Exco of TSC

Advertisements Slot

• Banner Ad in SCA Portal – 30% Off
• Feature Ad in digiMag Portal – 30% Off
• digiMag PDF – 30% Off
• Special Edition Magazine (Print) – 30% Off

Membership

Monthly digiMag PDF
• 1 Copy Free Special Edition Magazine (Print)

Events & Networking

• 5 Free Passes to Supply Chain Asia Forum
• Priority Seating for Awards
• 5 Free Passes to Other Events
• Member + Exco of TSC

Advertisements Slot

• 1 Month Free Banner Ad in SCA Portal –
Subsequent Months at 30% Off
• Feature Ad in digiMag Portal – 30% Off
• digiMag PDF – 30% Off
• Special Edition Magazine – 30% Off

Academy

• Discounted Training Seats**
• Priority Seating

Academy

• 1 Free Seat for a Training Programme
(depending on availability and suitability)
- Subsequent Seats at 50% Off
• Discounted Training Seats**
• Priority Seating

For more of our membership packages, visit our website at www.supplychainasia.org.
For enquiries, drop us an email at admin@supplychainasia.org.
Supply Chain Asia reserves the right to change the information without prior notice.
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LogiMat® - your ideal storage and picking solution for
small parts
The vertical lift LogiMat® is a well-rounded complete solution for
high-performance storage and order picking. It can be used as a
stand-alone solution or integrated with other warehouse areas,
conveying systems or workstations to help optimise internal
processes. Thanks to its scalable concept, the functionality of the
LogiMat® can be customised specifically to individual customer
requirements. Contact us today for more information.
Schaefer Systems International Pte Ltd
P: 65/6863 0168 · info.sg@ssi-schaefer.com · www.ssi-schaefer.com

